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16 x Activity Worksheets
Reward Stickers and Certificate

Learning activities focused on phonics,
pencil control, pencil grip, colours,
letter formation plus much more!

 
 

Inspiring a love of learning from the start and make new friends . Every month we will introduce you to new 

classmates at the Academy who are there to help you in your learning journey.  

DOWNLOAD AND PRINT IN COLOUR OR BLACK AND WHITE FOR ECONOMY MODE.

Next month meet my best 
friend ‘REX’

The Love Writing Academy 
Your child's learning adventure starts here!

Welcome to this month's exciting learning journey 

making learning at home fun and easier.

My favourite food is lasagne.
What do you like to eat?

My favourite subject is technology
What is yours?

My hobby is sewing and cooking
What do you like doing?
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Alphabet Practice

P4-4

 
Ant
 
Egg

 
Bear
 
Frog

 
Cat
 
Grapes

 
Dolphin
 
HippoAlphabet Practice

a a a a a     b b b b b    c c c c c      d d d d d     

A A A A A     B B B B B   C C C C C      D D D D D   

e e e e e     f f f f f    g g g g g      h h h h h     

E E E E E     F F F F F   G G G G G      H H H H H   
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P4-14

Differences:  Moon - Hat - Bootlace - Leaf - ‘R’ in fire - Star - Log - Handle on panCarefully cut along the dotted line 

Fill the missing squares to make 4 pictures in a row. 
Sudoku

P4-15
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storytime
reading

Lesson       Trace                      Write

chemistry
science

alphabet
writing

storytime
reading

chemistry
science

alphabet
writing

School is cool
School is cool

Complete the sentence

ACADEMY

MEET
RYAN

HELLO

THE
ROBOT

I like trying new 
things to do.



P7-1
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Pencil Control and Grip
Trace over the dotted lines and colour.



P7-2

Pencil Control and Grip
Follow the sequence and colour the shapes
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Trace the dots

P7-3

Hippo Hippo Hippo Hippo

Grapes Grapes Grapes

Ant Ant Ant Ant

Bear Bear Bear Bear

Cat Cat Cat Cat

Dolphin Dolphin Dolphin

Egg Egg Egg Egg

Frog Frog Frog Frog
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P7-4

pat drop

The pony can jump high 

Parent note
Say each sound and 
then blend together 
to read the word:
j-u-m-p       jump

Write the sentence. Can you read it?

Can you find the letters‘p’?
Does it come at the beginning, middle or end of the word?

pony

Trace over the words.
Can you find the letters?p

Phoneme Pack 7

Letters  �

—

jump skip



P7-5
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The clown juggles balls.

Parent note
Say each sound and 
then blend together 
to read the word:
d-ow-n         down

Write the sentence. Can you read it?

Can you find the letters‘ow’?
Does it come at the beginning, middle or end of the word?

clown

owl

crow

bow down

—

Trace over the words.
Can you find the letters?

ow
Phoneme Pack 7

Letters  ��

—



P7-6
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Trace over the words.
Can you find the letters?

c

A clock tells the time.

Parent note
Say each sound and 
then blend together 
to read the word:
c-r-a-ck        crack

Write the sentence. Can you read it?

Can you find the letters‘c’?
Does it come at the beginning, middle or end of the word?

crack crash clock

act fact

Phoneme Pack 7

Letters ��

—
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P7-7

A king in a crown.

Parent note
Say each sound and 
then blend together 
to read the word:
k-in-g       king

Phoneme Pack 7

Letters  �

Write the sentence. Can you read it?

Can you find the letters‘k’?
Does it come at the beginning, middle or end of the word?

—

king keep kit

book look

Trace over the words.
Can you find the letters?

k
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Parent note
Say each sound and 
then blend together 
to read the word:
b-ur-n       burn

Write the sentence. Can you read it?

Can you find the letters‘ur’?
Does it come at the beginning, middle or end of the word?

Phoneme Pack 7

Letters  �� Trace over the words.
Can you find the letter?ur

turn

nurse fursurf

burn

The nurse turned on the urn.

P7-8
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P7-9

(13) (13) (13) (13)

(13) (13)(13) (13)

(13) (13)(13) (13)

(13) (13)(13)(13)

Find the odd one out
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Numbers

8

8 8 8 8 8 8
eight eight

The number before is ....

7 7 7 7 7 7
seven seven

P7-10

Trace the numbers and colour in



8

Numbers

9

9 9 9 9 9 9
nine nine

The number before is ....

8 8 8 8 8 8
eight eight
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P7-11

Trace the numbers and colour in
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P7-12

Alphabet sentences

Well done! Give yourself a sticker

Practice the sentence

What books are the children borrowing? Draw them and colour in the picture.

shhh!

You have to be quiet in 
the library.
You have to be quiet in 
the library.
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P7-13

Carefully cut along the dotted line 

Fill the missing squares to make 4 pictures in a row. Sudoku



P7-14
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story
reading

Lesson Trace Write

science

alphabet
writing

story
reading

science

alphabet
writing

School is cool
School is cool

Complete the sentence



P7-15
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COPY THE ROBOT 

Robots are very clever
Robots are very clever
Robots talk in funny voices 
Robots talk in funny voices

Rr

story
reading

science

alphabet
writing
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colour by number

Blue

Green

Red

Yellow

Black

P7-16



Practice your steady hand control to carefully cut out
each picture! Once you’ve cut out your reward picture,
stick it at the bottom of each activity page you complete!

Reward Pictures

Job Well Done!

LWCA LWCALWCA LWCA

LWCA LWCALWCA LWCA

LWCA LWCALWCA LWCA

LWCA LWCALWCA LWCA

LWCA LWCALWCA LWCA



ACADEMY REWARD
CERTIFICATE

Name

Age

Date

We will have lots of fun learning new things together at the Love Writing 

Co. Academy and sharing our journey is great.

How many stars for this activity?

How  are you feeling today?

Well done on completing  this activity 
and you are amazing! 
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